Attendance

https://forms.gle/3xbQYLYxsJ7DqbJt8
Who are you?

What do you guys do?

What am I even doing here?
I don’t know, what do we do?

- Jersey CTF
- HackNJIT
- Special Interest Groups
- Tutoring
- Networking/Volunteering/Job Opportunities
- Programming Competitions
- Cool events
- A cool office, a cool Discord server, cool people!
Introducing your 2022 Eboard!
Hiya I’m your President ;o

- 4th year IT Major, Game Dev
- Probably biggest weeb on eboard (btw try ?rank weeb in #bot-commands)
- Does a bunch of stuff
- You can either find me in the Office or MiXR lab on any given day
- Certified gamer and vibe lord
- Makes the occasional office panini

justplaindark#0613 for all your ACM needs
Christian Gutierrez | Vice President

- Senior CS Major (Crazy, I know)
- Mr tutor man, need cs/it/is class help??? Lmk, and i'll point u in the right area (hopefully no seg fault)
- I pick up packages for a living
- League Degenerate (I have no friends)
- Person#1909 on disc
- i use arch btw
Cade Riegler | Treasurer

- Senior CoE Major, CS Minor
- Manages budget and snack fund
- Will fund your SIG
- CPR#6127 on Discord
Massa Belal | Secretary

- Sophomore - Majoring in Computer Science
- Send emails about upcoming events!
- Massa #8829 on Discord
Joe Janssen | Public Relations

- Freshman CS Major
- Oversees social media, participation/attendance, events
- 0jj#3899 on Discord

GONE WRONG??!!?!!!
Alexander Druzenko | Webmaster

- Junior CS Major
- I slap the keyboard and a website appears (pending)
- hello
- 10V Battery#5596
Anthony Siracusa | Graphic Designer

- Junior in Computer Science and Mathematical Sciences
- I change squares for a few hours until an image happens
  - one such image
- anthonys#9123 on Discord
Ethan Ho | SIG Overseer

- Second year CS major >:D.
- An avid player of video games and a watcher of anime.
- Hope to see you in SIGs!
- Message me @ snipe#4820 if you have questions!
Tutoring

We run tutoring for CS/IT/IS with the help of YWCC. Come check it out if you need help in GITC 3702.

https://computing.njit.edu/tutoring
Special Interest Groups (SIGs)

Start a SIG!

- Learning group for anything computer-related
- No expert experience necessary!
- Full autonomy of when you want to have it!
- Boost résumé and clout

acm Association for Computing Machinery
NJIT New Jersey Institute of Technology
Join A SIG!

Quick Send Link >:D
https://discord.gg/TnugFqJkGf

Come Talk To Me! snipe#4820
Interested in leading a SIG?

Check out #sig-proposals (on Discord) for a quick form! (its also in #announcements)
TOPICS:

MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES
Optimal Strategy for probabilistic problems. Good point of entry to Reinforcement Learning

Perceptron II
Get deeper into the perceptron algorithm and machine learning concepts. Focus on supervised learning.

Bayes Networks
Graphical model to calculate the probability of events. Math warning

MEETING:
WED 3:00 - 4:00 PM
Study Room Library
3rd Floor

QUESTIONS?
@Symaster#5723
ACM Server
SIG XR

★ What is XR?
XR is a blanket term referring to AR, VR and MR technologies

★ What will we be doing?
We will focus on learning XR development best practice, how to setup Unity to work with VR/AR as well as learning proper source control.

React in the roles channel to get notified!

Fill out the when2meet!
SIG-Skills

» Wanna get started on some neat tricks?
» GitHub
» G-Suite
» Visual Studio’s Code
» Maybe some Discord Botting
» More TBD!

» Join SIG-Skills!!! Through ACM #roles!
SIG - B&E

→ B&E stands for Breaking & Entering
→ “Security”-focused SIG aiming to investigate protocol flaws and learn about solutions
   → Hardware Security Bypass
   → RFID Workarounds
   → Power-over-Ethernet
   → Other fun topics I can dig up
→ Get the **sig-b&e** role in Discord in the #roles channel
Partner Organizations

- SIGGRAPH
- SIGCHI
- Art Club
- YWCC Mentoring
- Programming Team (ICPC)
- NICC

- Google Developer
- Student Clubs
- NJIT Esports
- IGDA
- WiCS
- IEEE
Check out our office! It’s super cool! Come say hi :D

We are wiping our whiteboard literally right after this meeting! Draw some final things or draw some new things!
Answers For The Audience?

Suggestions, Questions, Comments, Concerns, Complaints, Confusion?
Open Floor
ACM Student Membership Benefits

- Courses and Webinars
- Access to ACM Digital Library
  - Research papers
- Access to the ACM Career and Job Center
- “@acm.org” email address